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Day 323 (11/19/18) 

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are nominal. OCAMS is on. DSN station 63, which we will use for tomorrow’s pass, has red-
status equipment; this issue is not believed to have impacts for OREX, but we are awaiting confirmation from 
the MSA. 

Today we collected PolyCam Shape Model observations, MapCam OpNavs, and TAGCAMS OpNavs and 
Natural Satellite Search images. 

All data collected over the weekend have been received on the ground. There was no DSN pass today; we 
expect to get a little of today’s data down during tomorrow’s relatively short pass. The partitions will be emptied 
on Thanksgiving day. 

Some expected alarms were received over the weekend owing to outdated limits on the SPOC side. We are 
working to synchronize SPOC limits with MSA limits. 

The 8 NavCam 1 images with the spurious rectangular pattern (see ISA-6914) will be retransmitted tomorrow. 

Christian d’Aubigny showed the latest rotating stereo anaglyph and MapCam v and pan images. His slides 
include links for where to find these images and how to use your smartphone as a VR system for viewing in 3D. 

Becky Masterson gave an update on REXIS’s performance. From an engineering standpoint, all systems are 
performing well. However, as noted at previous tag-ups, the CCDs are observing a high rate of background 
events—so high that the instrument is randomly filtering out data points, resulting in loss of signal. The 
background events correlate with angle to the Sun. The REXIS team will attempt to address the problem by 
disabling the CCD nodes that have not been performing well since the cover opened. They are also consulting 
with CCD experts to understand the background noise pattern. Currently, there is not sufficient data to meet the 
science goal of the Crab calibration; whether this week’s observations will be better is yet to be determined. 
Christian suggested exploring the existing stray-light model of the spacecraft. A PFR will be opened, which may 
be elevated to an ISA. 

The AltWG has delivered a preliminary shape model. It is available in SPOCflight and is expected to be blessed 
and distributed soon. 

Looking ahead: REXIS Crab calibration will take place Tuesday (20 November, DOY 324), Wednesday, Friday, 
and Saturday. Thursday (22 November, DOY 326) and Sunday, we will collect PolyCam Shape Model 
observations. MapCam OpNavs and TAGCAMS OpNavs and Natural Satellite Search will continue throughout 
the week. 

Upcoming meetings: The Science Weekly meeting is canceled for Thanksgiving. On Thanksgiving day (22 
November, DOY 326), there will be a DSN pass with remote SPOC support, but no downlink tag-up. Friday (23 
November, DOY 327), the tag-up will be held as usual. 

Day 324 (11/20/18) 

 

Status Summary: 



All instruments are green. OCAMS and REXIS are on. The equipment issue with DSN station 63 (used in 
today’s pass) does not impact OREX. OD062 has been uplinked. SMM-5 and -6 appear to have executed 
nominally over the weekend. 

Today we executed day 3 of the REXIS Crab calibration, followed by MapCam OpNav and ride-along 
TAGCAMS OpNav and Natural Satellite Search imaging. Most data are still on board the spacecraft as there 
was no pass yesterday. The partitions are expected to empty on Thursday (22 November, DOY 326). 

The REXIS partition fill is much higher than expected. We believe this is related to the high background event 
counts discussed at yesterday’s downlink tag-up. We will continue to monitor and project the increased data 
volume as the Crab calibration continues this week. The configuration file is designed such that REXIS will not 
overflow the partition, and there are no immediate partition-related concerns. The PFR will consider the 
increased data volume, as will any future REXIS SOCR reviews. Separately, we cleared two expected REXIS 
alarms today related to outdated (pre¬–cover opening) limits. 

The 8 NavCam 1 images with a spurious rectangle pattern were retransmitted today; the raw images still show 
the pattern. Lockheed is investigating. ISA-6914 is open. 

Amy Simon gave an update on OVIRS. All calibration files have been delivered; SPOC processing is scheduled 
to complete on Friday (23 November), followed by data blessing on Tuesday (27 November) at the latest. 
OVIRS lightcurves from DOY 309 through 313 show good agreement with OTES data. Minor anomalies in the 
data can be explained by fill factor, phase angle, and pointing angle. 

OVIRS has identified its first official feature—a hydrated mineral feature that is present in all Bennu spectra and 
absent from all internal-source spectra. Plotting normalized radiance against wavelength indicates that Bennu 
resembles CM meteorites. The hydrated mineral feature and next steps to determine its mineralogy, evaluate 
the spatial variation in its band depth, and compare Bennu with other asteroids/meteorites will be further 
discussed at the next SAWG meeting. 

Looking ahead: We will repeat today’s observation program tomorrow, Friday (23 November, DOY 327), and 
Saturday. Thursday (22 November, DOY 326) and Sunday (25 November, DOY 329), we will collect PolyCam 
Shape Model observations. MapCam OpNav and TAGCAMS imaging will continue throughout the week. 

Upcoming meetings: The Science Weekly meeting and daily downlink tag-up are canceled on Thursday 
(Thanksgiving). The downlink tag-up will be held as usual on Friday. 

Day 325 (11/21/18) 

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS and REXIS are on. DSN station 34 has orange-status equipment, but no 
impacts to OREX are anticipated. OD063 and the sunward-burn maneuver file have been uplinked. 

Today we executed day 4 of the REXIS Crab calibration, followed by MapCam OpNav and ride-along 
TAGCAMS OpNav and Natural Satellite Search imaging. All REXIS data have been received on the ground. 
OCAMS data will all be down by the end of tomorrow’s pass. 

As discussed at yesterday’s downlink tag-up, REXIS is acquiring a much higher data volume than expected (on 
average, about 7 times as high), probably related to the high event counts reported by the REXIS team. To 
assess any risk to OCAMS data (which are prioritized after REXIS data in the partition), the SPOC forecasted 
data volumes for the rest of the Crab calibration, assuming that this pattern continues. We are not at risk at this 
time of overflowing the OCAMS partition or of experiencing substantial delays in bringing OCAMS data down. 
The SPOC will continue to monitor data volume. The SPOC and REXIS team will open a PFR documenting 
and tracking this issue. 



We received two alarms today: one associated with a known issue, and one expected with the upload of the 
sunward-burn maneuver file. Two new ISAs have been opened: 6981, related to the wrist spring-back of the 
TAGSAM arm, which appears to be more than expected; and 6943, related to an unexpected red alarm 
associated with the TAGCAMS BRAM register. 

Bashar Rizk showed the latest rotation movie from PolyCam images and two out-of-focus MapCam OpNav 
images (pan and v). Bennu is now more than 300 pixels across in the PolyCam view. The spacecraft is about 
110 km from the asteroid. 

Per Mike Nolan, we will be reprocessing OCAMS L2 images with an improved calibration ahead of AGU. All 
Approach data will be reprocessed over the next few days. 

Looking ahead: Tomorrow (22 November, DOY 326) and Sunday (25 November, DOY 329), we will collect 
PolyCam Shape Model observations. REXIS Crab calibration will continue Friday and Saturday (23 and 24 
November, DOY 327 and 328). MapCam OpNav and TAGCAMS imaging will continue throughout the week. 

Upcoming meetings: The Science Weekly meeting and daily downlink tag-up are canceled tomorrow 
(Thanksgiving). The downlink tag-up will be held as usual on Friday. 

Day 327 (11/23/18) 

 

Status Summary: 

Daily Downlink ¬– DOY 327 – Friday 23 November 2018 

All instruments are green. OCAMS and REXIS are on. No anticipated impacts from DSN equipment status. 

Yesterday we collected PolyCam Shape Model images, and today we executed day 5 of the REXIS Crab 
calibration, both followed by MapCam OpNav and ride-along TAGCAMS OpNav and Natural Satellite Search 
imaging. All data have been received on the ground. 

The unexpectedly high data volume for REXIS has been gradually decreasing. The root cause(s) of this issue 
and the observed decrease remain under analysis. 

Bashar Rizk showed the latest stereo anaglyph of Bennu (OCAMS flight products are available on ODOCS). 
Bennu is now ~350 pixels across in the PolyCam view and ~75 pixels across in the MapCam view. The 
spacecraft is ~100 km from the asteroid. The data signal strength looks promising for SPC. Today’s OpNav 
images seem to be viewing Bennu at a noticeably different rotation than previously, indicating that the 
spacecraft is at a different angle to the Sun. 

Data reprocessing efforts continue for OVIRS. 

Heather Enos noted that there have been callers on the daily downlink WebEx who do not seem to be on our 
roster. Participants will be audited to make sure they are authorized. Please use your full name when logging 
into the WebEx. 

Looking ahead: REXIS Crab calibration will continue tomorrow (Saturday 24 November, DOY 328). PolyCam 
Shape Model observations will be collected Sunday (25 November, DOY 329) and will continue next week. The 
partitions are expected to be nearly empty by the end of Sunday’s pass. The M0P burn will be executed on 
Friday (30 November, DOY 334). We will continue to take MapCam OpNav images next week, with TAGCAMS 
navigation imagery beginning toward the end of the week (Saturday 1 December, DOY 335). 

Upcoming meetings: The downlink tag-up on Monday (26 November, DOY 330) is canceled; we do not have an 
HGA pass that day, and the Insight landing is taking place. Instrument teams will give their weekly status 
reports on Tuesday. 



 


